In order to build Taipei into a friendly and warm city, we collect friendly shops that are willing to provide services including "English, Japanese, and Korean languages, charging of mobile devices, pets friendly, barrier-free facilities, gender equality, Three-party payment, vegetarian dining, user friendly toilets, fair trade transaction, tree will, bike friendly, Breastfeeding Room, and Muslim friendly." With their hospitality, we are sure domestic and international visitors will be able to feel and impression the charm of Taipei City.

---

**Historical Site Tour**

Taipei (Bangka) has preserved its temple culture and historical streets that witness to its prosperous history. The Bangka Lungshan Temple is not only a national level 2 historical site but also a must-visit destination for international visitors. Around the temple, there are various famous snack road stalls and temples that offer great taste and great value. Next, you can visit the Heritage and Culture Education Center of Taipei (Bangka Historical Block). Red bricks and arch entrance present the beauty of elegance and simplicity. In the end, to visit Bangka Lungshan Temple, pray for blessings and appreciate the beauty and grace of its refined temple architecture.

---

**Geomei Tour**

Walking via Taipei’s first twelve retail and wholesale market, offering affordable but high-quality goods, the Bangka Customs Shopping District is still a shopping paradise for ladies. After shopping, you can visit Mailing Meridian. To have a cup of unique green bean. Your strolling experience of two tea will be transformed. In the evening time, you can check out the Wailing Street Night Market where you can taste local snacks and buy some boxes of traditional confectionery prepared by experienced master to share with your family and friends back home.